Metaheuristic Design Pattern: Surrogate Fitness Functions

1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Metaheuristics are algorithms which search a space of candidate solutions for a given problem, seeking good quality solutions with respect to one or more objectives. This search proceeds by using operators that create new solutions (the decision space), guided by some concept of solution fitness (the objective space). The fitness function usually serves two distinct but related purposes. Firstly, the fitness function encapsulates the problem objectives, in the most restrictive case providing no more information than a partial ordering over the solutions. Secondly, it is desired that the fitness function guides the search, providing the metaheuristic with a gradient which directs it towards better quality solutions. However, it is not necessarily the case that these two purposes are aligned: the “true” objective function may not provide a suitable gradient for the search, or may simply be expensive to compute. In this context it may be more suitable to use a surrogate fitness function (also known as a meta-model, proxy or approximation function) to guide the search.

2. SOLUTION

Use the ‘Surrogate Fitness’ design pattern in the following situations:

1. The objective function is costly to execute, e.g., it is obtained via a long-running simulation or complex function, where evaluations make up the majority of the search run time.

2. The objective function is noisy, i.e., it can return different values for multiple evaluations of a single solution, and must be repeatedly sampled to compensate.

3. The objective function does not provide a useful search gradient (Figure 1), preventing the search algorithm from reaching the global optimum. Specifically:

   a. The objective function is too rugged, causing the search to become trapped in a local optimum. This would be reflected by recently visited solutions having low diversity in the decision space (and hence in the objective space).

   b. The objective function has plateaus, providing no direction in which the search should proceed. This would be reflected by recently visited solutions having low diversity in the objective space, but not the decision space.

![Figure 1: The objective function (solid blue) has several features such as local optima (e.g., region (a)) and a plateau (e.g., region (b)) which may hinder the search. The surrogate (dashed red) acts to mitigate these features and provide a more useful gradient.](image)

Surrogates may be either static (explicit functions that are defined as part of the problem) or dynamic (models that are trained using samples of the “true” objective function). The former can be used in situations 3 to 3b (essentially as a means of introducing additional domain knowledge to the search process) and the latter can be used in any of the situations listed in Section 2. The UML class diagram in Figure 2 shows how a surrogate function relates to the other components.
major components of metaheuristic search. The problem description provides an objective function, and zero or more surrogate functions. Static surrogates are supplied as part of the problem definition: for example, a count of the number of optimal component parts of a solution can serve to add a gradient to the search. These are provided to the solver, and whether a function is an objective or surrogate is made visible (so they are not simply access through the EvaluationFunction interface). The solver can also have one or more dynamic surrogates, which are typically models built online during the search using machine learning techniques. The function within a dynamic surrogate can be updated or replaced over time. Such adaptive components can be seen as an instance of the ‘Bridge’ (a.k.a. Handle/Body) pattern [10]. A surrogate can also in turn be an ensemble of simpler surrogates [20], which can be seen as a further example of the ‘Composite’ pattern in metaheuristics [30]. Use of an ensemble of surrogates allows the strengths of several different approaches to be combined automatically.

3. CONSEQUENCES

- A surrogate provides an alternative search landscape. This means that it can provide a gradient for the search process where no useful gradient was present. Furthermore this allows the introduction of additional domain information to the search process: for example a surrogate can be added to indicate when a solution has known building blocks of solutions for the problem.
- Approximation errors in the surrogate can cause the search to diverge from a trajectory towards optimum (termed evolution control [13]). To avoid this, the solver must make periodic reference to the objective function. This can be achieved by either using the surrogate as a filter to choose promising offspring prior to their evaluation by the objective function, or by evaluating some solutions with the surrogate and others with the objective function.
- A surrogate can reduce calls to the costly objective function, but model training introduces overhead. Balancing these also takes care and experimentation.
- An additional benefit of a surrogate that has been constructed by machine learning processes in parallel with the optimization run is that it represents an explicit model of the problem. This can be mined to support decision making [4, 11, 24].

4. IMPLEMENTATION

Static surrogates are entirely problem-dependent and are implemented alongside the true objective function. For dynamic surrogates, a wide variety of regression or machine learning methods can be employed to model the objective function. Common implementations used in the literature are:

- Polynomials (response surface methodology).
- Kriging models.
- Artificial neural networks.
- Interpolation models.

The most suitable approach depends on the specific problem. For example, Kriging can produce a high-quality model for continuous functions, but can be prohibitively costly to compute for problems with many dimensions. Although it does not involve the construction of an explicit model, a simple alternative which can be considered to be a surrogate is fitness inheritance. This is the passing of fitness values from parents to offspring to reduce the number of fitness evaluations [8, 23, 27].

A further alternative which could be considered as a surrogate is to relax the constraints of a problem [17, 21], modifying the search space. Certain constraints can either be removed or altered, effectively making a different problem which should be easier to solve. The constraints can be adjusted in order to solve the original problem. A similar situation exists with multi-objective problems. Often, many objectives are collapsed into a single objective which is a weighted sum of each of the individual objectives. Manipulating the weights changes the search space, creating a surrogate function. A model with high fidelity can be trained once and used in place of the objective function, but more commonly it is updated as the search process proceeds.

5. EXAMPLES

Examples in which the objective function is a complex simulation and hence computationally expensive to execute are given in [16, 5]. Related to this, for some problems there is no explicit mathematical function which models the problem domain (e.g., human-in-the-loop evaluation [25, 2]). In this context, samples of the “objective function” are very time-consuming: awaiting human input or real-world measurement. Therefore a computational or mathematical model of the domain can be built in order to provide an abstraction of the problem.

Static surrogates were used in [29] for solving the Eternity II puzzle, measuring the number of partial completed puzzles were present in a given solution. These guided the search, with the algorithm infrequently making reference to the full solution. In the bin-packing problem (both online and offline [6, 7]), the aim is to pack a number of items into the smallest number of bins possible. The objective function therefore scores a packing solution as the number of bins used. However a function which only counts the number of bins is a rather coarse measure and will consider two solutions as indistinguishable regardless of how the items are packed within the bins. For example, in the first situation in which a pair of bins are both equally occupied (i.e., contain the same total contents), and the second situation in which one bin is almost full, while the second bin is almost empty. This leads to large plateau in the search space, where many solutions are assigned the same value and therefore such blunt functions fail to guide the search process. In the former case a further item may not be able to be accommodated in the current bins, while in the latter case there may well be space in the second bin which is almost empty. This function has proved to be a better driver in the evolutionary search process.

A surrogate function can add noise to the objective function so the search process is less likely to become stuck in local optima [12]. The effect of adding a small amount of noise to an objective function (the degree of noise could of course be determined adaptively) is to smooth small undulations and local optima making the landscape less rugged. It has been noted that adding too much noise, or the wrong sort of noise could have a negative effect [28].

As a highly-illustrative example of the art of construct-
ing effective static surrogates, Cramer [9] evolves a program which multiplies two natural numbers together. The natural choice of objective function is the error. The author states “after much experimentation, the following scheme for giving an evaluation score was used”, which indicated the difficulty of arriving at an effective surrogate function even for a very simple synthetic problem. A multi-tiered function was used where the following types of behaviour were noted and each successive type given more credit:

- Output variables changed from their initial values. (Is there any activity in the function?)
- Simple functional dependence of an output variable on an input variable. (Is the function accounting for the input?)
- The value of an input variable is a factor of the value of an output variable. (Are useful loop-like structures developing?)
- Multiplication. (Is an output variable exactly the product of two input variables.)

The fact that the fitness function played such a vital role in this first paper on Genetic Programming highlights the tension between being given an objective function and designing or generating a suitable surrogate.

Many other examples exist in the literature including noisy objective functions [1], plateaus and multi-modality [22, 18, 19, 26], deceptive gradient [3] and constraints [15]. Further examples of surrogate functions can be found in the extensive reviews by Jin [13, 14].
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